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1. INTRODUCTION
In his celebrated paper [We], A. Weil proved the Siegel formula for
classical groups, which is called the SiegelWeil formula. The SiegelWeil
formula is an identity which relates the value of Siegel Eisenstein series and
the average of theta series under certain convergence condition. In order to
apply the SiegelWeil formula to the study of special values of automorphic
L-functions and automorphic representations, S. Kudla and S. Rallis have
extended the SiegelWeil formula beyond the region of convergence, by
means of regularization. This extension is expected to work for all classical
groups. The regularized SiegelWeil formula by Kudla and Rallis is also
called the First Term Identity for Eisenstein series because it is turned out
to be an identity relating the first term of the Siegel Eisenstein series and
the first term of another Eisenstein series of non-Siegel type, by means of
the Laurant expansion of Eisenstein series at certain point.
We are interested in characterizing the first terms of Eisenstein series
attached to all maximal parabolic subgroups and establishing all possible
first term identities for Eisenstein series of the symplectic group. Because
our method is not restrictive, it is natural to expect that the similar general
first term identities should hold for other groups, at least for classical
groups. We shall explain below some more details.
Let F be a number field and A=AF the adele ring of F. Let Gn :=Sp(2n)
be the symplectic group of rank n, and Pnr =M
n
r N
n
r be the standard
maximal parabolic subgroup of Gn with the Levi part M nr isomorphic to
GL(r)_Gn&r (m=m(ar , gn&r)). We denote by I nr (s) the degenerate prin-
cipal series representation of Gn(A) induced (normalized induction) from
the one dimensional representation |det ar | s of Pnr(A). Then, as usual, for
any section fs # I nr(s), one can form an Eisenstein series as follows:
E nr (g; s, fs) := :
# # Pr
n"Gn
fs(#g).
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It is known that the Eisenstein series Enr (g; s, fs) converges absolutely for
Re(s)>\nr =(2n&r+1)2 (here Re(s) is the real part of s) and continues
analytically to the whole s-plane with a functional equation relating the
value at s to that as &s. It can be checked that when Re(s)>0, the
possible poles of finite order of the Eisenstein series E nr(g; s, fs) can only
occur in the following set
X nr :=[\
n
r &i; i=0, 1, 2, ...] & (0, \
n
r ]. (1.1)
Let s0 # X nr . We consider the Laurant expansion of E
n
r (g; s, fs) at s=s0 ,
Enr (g, s; fs)=
4n, r&d (g, s0 ; fs0)
(s&s0)d
+
4n, r&d+1(g, s0 ; fs0)
(s&s0)d&1
+ } } } , (1.2)
where d=dr(s0) is the largest integer depending on r and s0 , so that
4n, r&d (g, s0 ; fs0) is the first non-zero term for at least one holomorphic sec-
tion fs0 # I
n
r (s). It is clear that the map
fs0 [ 4
n, r
&d (g, s0 ; fs0)
is a Gn(A)-intertwining map from I nr (s0) to A(Gn), the space of
automorphic functions on Gn(A).
A problem concerning the family of the automorphic representations
4n, r&d (g, s0 ; fs0) is the following.
Problem. Characterize the first term
[4n, r&d (g, s0 ; fs0): 1rn; s0 # X
n
r ]
as automorphic representations of Gn(A).
The significance of this problem is that the characterization of these first
term representations from Eisenstein series provides deep understanding of
special values of certain Langlands L-functions, by means of the Rankin
Selberg method.
The well known construction of PiatetskiShapiro and Rallis [PSR], for
instance, gives an integral representation of the standard L-functions of
classical groups. In the case of symplectic groups, their construction may
be sketched as follows.
Let H=[Gn_Gn] [ G2n be the natural embedding via the doubling
method. Let ,??6 be a cusp form in the space of the cuspidal
automorphic representation ?? 6 of H(A). From [PSR], one has
|
H(F )"H(A)
E 2n2n(h, s; fs) ,?? 6(h) dh=aS(s) } L
S \s+12 , ?, st+ ,
where fs # I 2n2n(s).
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Another interesting construction given in [Jn] yields the tensor product
L-function of GSp(4)_GSp(4). To be more precise, we let H=[GSp(4)_
GSp(4)]% [ GSp(8) as in the doubling method. Then we have
|
ZG(A) H(F )"H(A)
E 43(h, s; f ) ,?1 ?2(h) dh
=aS(s) } LS \s+12 , ?1 _?2 , stst+ ,
where fs # I 43(s) and ?1 and ?2 are irreducible cuspidal representations of
GSp(4, A) with trivial central character.
The characterization of the automorphic representations 42n, 2n&d (g, s0; fs0)
from the Siegel Eisenstein series yields an intrinsic representation-theoretic
interpretation of the special values of the standard L-function LS((s+1)2,
?, st). This was the main issue in [KR], where the regularized version of
the classical SiegelWeil formulas has been established. Let us recall briefly
the work of KudlaRallis on the regularized SiegelWeil formulas.
Let H=O(V), where V is the split orthogonal space of dimension m=2r
with Witt index r, and G=Sp(W)=Gn . Then G_H forms a dual reductive
pair in Sp(WV). For an additive character : AF [ C_, there is a Weil
representation (unique up to isomorphism) | of G(A)_H(A) in S(Vn(A)).
For any . # S(Vn(A)), the theta function is defined as follows
%(g, h, .)= :
x # Vn(F )
|(g) .(h&1x)
and the associated theta integral is defined by
I(g, .)=|
H(F)"H(A)
%(g, h, .) dh.
Note that this theta integral converges absolutely for m>2n+2. On the
other hand, one has the Siegel Eisenstein series
E nn(g, s; 8s)= :
# # Pnn"Gn
8s(#g),
where 8s(g)=|(g) .(0) |det an(g)| s&(r&\
n
n). Note that this Eisenstein
series also absolutely converges for m>2n+2. Then the classical
SiegelWeil formula is, when m>2n+2,
E nn(g, r&\
n
n ; 8)=I(g, .), (1.3)
where . # S(Vn(A)).
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In order to apply this formula to the study of the special values of the
standard L-function via the integral representation of Piatetski-Shapiro
and Rallis, one has to extend the classical SiegelWeil formula beyond the
range of m>2n+2. To this end, a regularized theta integral was intro-
duced in [KR] as follows.
Let z # z(gn), the center of the universal enveloping algebra of Gn , so that
the truncated theta function %(g, h, |(z) .) is rapidly decay as a function
in h on the quotient H(F )"H(A). Then it is possible to define the following
integral, the regularized theta integral of KudlaRallis,
I(g, s, |(z) .)=|
H(F )"H(A)
%(g, h, |(z) .) E(h, s) dh (1.4)
where E(h, s)=# # Qr"H |det ar(#h)|
s+(r&12). This integral defines a mero-
morphic function in s, which is holomorphic except at the places where the
Eisenstein series E(h, s) has poles of finite order.
After unfolding the regularized theta integral, one arrives at
I(g, s, |(z) .)= :
# # P r
n"Gn
F(#g, s, |(z) .KH)
=P(s) Enr(g, s, .)
where P(s) is a specific polynomial in s and F(g, s, } ) defines a holomorphic
section in I nr (s) for Re(s)>r&\
n
r . In brief, KudlaRallis’ regularized
SiegelWeil formula is
4n, r&2 \g, r&12 ; .+=Cr, n4n, n&1(g, r&\nn ; 8). (1.5)
The meaning of this formula is two-fold: firstly, it is an identity for the first
terms of various Eisenstein series of the symplectic group Gn , and secondly
it interprets the first term representation 4n, n&1(g, r&\
n
n ; 8) from the Siegel
Eisenstein series as the first term representation from the regularized theta
integral, which gives the representation-theoretic interpretation of the spe-
cial values of the standard L-function of Gn via the integral representation
of the RankinSelberg type.
In our study in [Jn] of the special value of the global integral
|
ZG(A) H(F )"H(A)
E 43(h, s; fs) ,?1?2(h) dh
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at s=2, we developed the following first term identity
44, 3&1(g, 2; f2)=
‘(2) ress=1 ‘(s)
‘(4) ‘(6)
44, 10 (g, 1; f1). (1.6)
The new feature of this identity is that both sides do not come from the
Siegel Eisenstein series. By this new type of the first term identities, one can
easily show as in [Jn] that the global integral
|
ZG(A) H(F )"H(A)
E 43(h, s; fs) ,?1?2(h) dh
is holomorphic at s=2 by a simple geometrical argument.
The objective of this paper is to begin our study of the Problem above
by establishing the general first term identities for Eisenstein series
E nr (h, s; fs) of Gn for r=1, 2, ..., n. Based on certain uniqueness principle of
intertwining operators of singular distribution type, we obtain general first
term identities for spherical sections. In general, we have the following con-
jecture, in which the notations used will be explained in Section 3.
Conjecture 1.1 (First Term Identity). Let fs be a holomorphic section
in I nr (s). Then the following types of identities hold.
(1) If nlr1 and |r&\nr |l&\
n
r r&12, then
4n, r&dr(g, l, \
n
r ; fs)=c
n
rl (l&\
n
r ) } 4
n, l
&dl
(g, r&\nl ; M
n
rl ( fs))
where the function cnrl (s) is given by
cnrl (s)= ‘
l
i=r+1
‘(s+\nr &i+1)
‘(s+\nr &i+r+1)
.
(2) If nrl1 and \nr &l|\
n
r &r|, then
4n, r&dr(g, \
n
r &l; fs)=}(r, l ) c
n
rl (\
n
r &l ) } 4
n, l
&dl
(g, \nl &r; M
n
rl ( fs))
where the function cnrl (s) is given by
cnrl (s)=_ ‘
n
i=r+1
‘(s+\nr &i+l+1) ‘(s&\
n
r +i+l&r)
‘(s+\nr &i+r+1) ‘(s&\
n
r +i) &
_
‘ \s+2l&r+12 +
‘ \s+r+12 +
} _ ‘
r&1
j=l+1
‘(2s&r+2 j)
‘(2s+ j) & .
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and
}(r, l )={
1
2 ,
1,
if n=r, l=1.
otherwise.
Here ‘(s) is the complete zeta function and when ‘(s) has a pole at s=s0 ,
‘(s0) means the residue of ‘(s) at s=s0 .
The general first term identities are the natural extension to degenerate
Eisenstein series attached to arbitrary maximal parabolic subgroups of the
regularized SiegelWeil formula established by Kudla and Rallis in [KR].
The second part of the conjecture when r&12<\nr &l has been verified
for holomorphic sections which are K-invariant. However, the complete
proof is out of reach at present because the theory on the constituents of
the degenerate principle series representations has not been well established
in general. The proof of the remaining cases of the conjecture needs much
deeper understanding of the constituents of degenerate principal series. See
[KR] for some insight. For the implications and applications of the con-
jectural first term identity, we refer to [H], [HK], [Jn], [KR1], and [R].
The paper is organized as follows. We start with in Section 2 the basic
facts of Eisenstein series of the symplectic group. We give a precise formula
for the constant term of Eisenstein series along the maximal parabolic sub-
group Pn1 , which will provide the information on the location of the poles
of Eisenstein series under consideration. The method is quite standard and
the result extends those in [Jn]. In Section 3, we state the conjectural first
term identities for symplectic Eisenstein series, based on the global unique-
ness theorem (Theorem 3.1) of certain types of intertwining distributions.
This global uniqueness follows from the local version of uniqueness
theorem which will be proved in the last section by means of the Bruhat’s
method on estimate of the dimension of intertwining distributions. By using
Langland’s Lemma, we show that the conjecture holds for the spherical
section (Theorem 3.2). To illustrate the relation between the conjecture and
the information on the constituents of the degenerate principal series, we
prove, by assuming certain properties of the degenerate principal series
at real archimedean place, that the conjecture holds in the case
r&12<\nr &l, which implies that the conjecture in such cases is true for
holomorphic sections which are K-invariant.
This project can be viewed as a natural extension of some parts of my
Thesis, which was directed by Prof. Steve Rallis. I am very grateful to him
for stimulating discussions. This paper had been partly written up when I
was a first-term member of IAS, Princeton, in 1996. The main part of this
paper was lectured by the author during the Conference on Automorphic
forms and Geometry at Oberwolfach. I would like to thank both Institutes
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for hospitality and thank Prof. S. Kudla and Prof. J. Schwermer for invita-
tion to the Conference. My thanks will also go to Prof. I. Piatetski-Shapiro
and Prof. R. Howe for helpful conversations. The work is partly supported
by NSF Fellowship.
2. CONSTANT TERM OF EISENSTEIN SERIES
In this section, we shall establish a formula for the constant term of
Enr (h, s; fs) along the maximal parabolic subgroup P
n
1 . From this formula,
one knows the location of all possible poles of E nr(h, s; fs). This formula
will also be used to establish the general first term identities for spherical
sections.
2.1. Eisenstein series. Let F be a totally real number field and A :=AF
the adele ring of F. Let Gn=Sp(2n)=[g # GL(2n) : tgJn g= jn], where
Jn :=( 0&In
In
0 ). Let P
n
r =M
n
r N
n
r be the standard maximal parabolic sub-
group of Gn with its Levi factor M nr and its unipotent radical N
n
r , as
defined in Section 1, that is,
M nr ={m=\
a
0
0
0
0
x1
0
x3
0
0
ta&1
0
0
x2
0
x4+ # GL(r)_Gn&r=
and
N nr ={n(x, w, y)=\
Ir
0
0
0
x
In&r
0
0
w
ty
Ir
& tx
y
0
0
In&r+= .
For each place v of the number field F, we choose a maximal compact
subgroup Kn, v of Gn(Fv) as follows:
Kn, v={SO(2n) & Gn(R),Gn(Ov),
if v=,
if v<.
(2.1)
We let Kn,  :=>v= Kn, v and Kn :=>v Kn, v . Then Kn }  is a maximal
compact subgroup of Gn,  : >v= Gn, v and Kn is a maximal compact
subgroup of Gn(A). By Iwasawa decomposition, we have Gn(Fv)=
Pnr (Fv) Kn, v for each place v and Gn(A)=P
n
r (A) Kn globally.
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We denote by I nr (s)=Ind
Gn(A)
P r
n(A)
( |det a(m)| s) the degenerate principal series
representation of Gn(A) which consists of smooth functions
f ( } , s): Gn(A)  C satisfying the following condition:
f ( pg, s)=|det a( p)| s+\r
n
f (g, s)
for p # Pnr (A), g # Gn(A), where \
n
r =(2n&r+1)2. The group action is the
right translation. By smoothness of the function f we mean that the func-
tion f is locally constant as a function over the non-archimedean local
variables and smooth in the usual sense as a function over the archimedean
local variables. A section f (g, s) is called holomorphic or entire of the
section f (g, s), as a function of one complex variable s, is holomorphic or
entire. We also assume that sections f (g, s) is right K-finite. This implies
that I nr(s) is, in fact, a representation of (gn,  , Kn, )_G(Af), where gn, 
is the Lie algebra of Gn,  and Af indicates the group of finite adeles.
We define, for any section fs= f ( } , s) # I nr(s), an Eisenstein series as
follows:
E nr(g, s; fs)= :
# # Pr
n(F )"Gn(F )
f (#g; s). (2.2)
From the theory of Eisenstein series [L] and [MW], Eisenstein series
Enr (g, s; fs) converges absolutely for Re(s)>\
n
r and has meromorphic
continuation to the whole complex plane as function of s and satisfies
certain functional equations. Moreover, if an Eisenstein series is
concentrated on a parabolic subgroup P [Jq], the constant term of the
Eisenstein series along any parabolic subgroup P$ containing P shares the
same analytic properties (absolute convergence, meromorphic continua-
tion, poles, functional equations, etc.) as that of the Eisenstein series. In
general, there are certain intertwining operators occurring in the expression
of the constant term of the Eisenstein series, so that the determination of
the analytic properties of these intertwining operators becomes crucial to
understand the analytic properties of Eisenstein Series.
2.2. Certain intertwining operators. We shall introduce certain inter-
twining operators, which will occur in the constant term of the Eisenstein
series along the standard maximal parabolic subgroup Pnr .
Let wn, r1 and w
n, r
2 be two Weyl group elements of Gn defined as follows:
wn, r1 :=\
wr+1
In&r&1
wr+1
In&r&1+ ,
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where wr+1=(
0
1
Ir&1
1
0
), and
wn, r2 :=\
0
&1
In&1
0
1
0
0
In&1+ .
Let Nn be the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of Gn . It is well
known that for any Weyl group element w, one has
Nn=N n, w } N nw
in the usual sense. We set
Nn(1) :=N
n
r, w
1
n, r and N n(2) :=N
n
r, w
2
n, r . (2.3)
It is easy to check that the subgroup N n(1) is generated by the family of one
parameter subgroups
[/:(t): :==1&=i , for i=2, ..., r, and t # F]
and the subgroup N n(2) is generated by the family of one parameter sub-
groups
[/:(t): :==1&=i , =1+=j , 2=1 , for i=2, ..., n; j=r+1, ..., n, and t # F].
We introduce the following integrals: for any section fs in the (global)
degenerate principal series representation I nr (s),
Un, r1 ( fs)(g) :=|
Nn
(1)
(A)
fs(wn, r1 ng) dn,
(2.4)
Un, r2 ( fs)(g) :=|
Nn
(2)
(A)
fs(wn, r2 ng) dn.
From the general theory of intertwining operators, these integrals con-
verges absolutely for Re(s) large and have meromorphic continuations to
the whole s-plane. Moreover, one has
Proposition 2.1. At the value of s where the integrals are well defined,
they define intertwining operators from I nr(s) to some other induced represen-
tations. More precisely,
Un, r1 : I
n
r (s)  I
n
1(r, I
n&1
r (s)),
Un, r2 : I
n
r (s)  I
n
1(&s+\
n
r , I
n&1
r&1(s&
1
2)).
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where I n1( V , I*
n&1( V )) denotes IndGnP n1( |t1 |*I*
n&1( V )), the (normalized )
induced representations of Gn from the maximal parabolic subgroup Pn1 .
2.3. Constant term of Eisenstein series. By definition, the Pn1-constant
term of the Eisenstein series E nr(g, s; fs) is defined as
E nr, P n1(g, s; fs)=|N n1(F )"N n1(A) E
n
r (ng, s; fs) dn. (2.5)
Unfolding the Eisenstein Series, one obtain the following
E nr, P n1(g, s; fs)= :
# # Pr
n(F )"Gn(F )N
n
1(F)
|
N
1
n, #(F )"N n1(A)
fs(#ng) dn. (2.6)
Considering the Pn1-orbit decomposition on the flag variety P
n
r "Gn , we
have
Lemma 2.1. With the notations defined as above, we have
(a) there are only three Pn1 -orbits on the flag variety P
n
r "Gn with
[I2n , wn, r1 , w
n, r
2 ] as the set of representatives of the orbits if 1rn&1,
and there are only two Pn1 -orbits if r=n, the representatives of which are
[I2n , wn, r2 ];
(b) as algebraic varieties
[Pnr "P
n
r P
n
1 N
n
1]=P
n&1
r&1 "Gn&1 ,
[Pnr "Pnr wn, r1 Pn1 N n1]=Pn&1r "Gn&1 ,
and
[Pnr "P
n
r w
n, r
2 P
n
1 N
n
1]=P
n&1
r&1 "Gn&1.
Following the Lemma, it is not difficult to obtain the formula for the
constant term of E nr(g, s; fs) along P
n
1 .
(1) If 1<r<n,
E nr, P n1(m1(t1 , g), s; fs)=|t1 |
s+\r
n
E n&1r&1(g, s+
1
2; i*n&1( fs))
+|t1 | r E n&1r (g, s; i*n&1 b U
n, r
1 (s)( fs))
+|t1 | &s+\r
n
E n&1r&1(g, s&
1
2; i*n&1 b U
n, r
2 (s)( fs)),
(2) If r=1,
E n1, Pn1(m1(t1 , g), s; fs)=|t1 |
s+n fs(g)+|t1 | E n&11 (g, s; i*n&1 b U
n, r
1 (s)( fs))
+|t1 |&s+n Un, r2 (s)( fs)(g),
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(3) If r=n,
E nn, P n1(m1(t1 , g), s; fs)=|t1 |
s+\nn E n&1n&1(g, s+
1
2 ; i*n&1( fs))
+|t1 | &s+\
n
n E n&1n&1(g, s&
1
2; i*n&1 b U
n, n
2 (s)( fs)).
Note that the case of r=n, the formula is proved in [KR1], and the case
of r=n&1, the formula is proved in [Jn]. According to the formula, the
analytic properties of the constant term E nr, P n1(m1(t1 , g), s; fs) is determined
by those of Eisenstein series of Gn&1(A) and intertwining operators Un, r1 (s)
and Un, r2 (s).
2.4. Local intertwining operators. For fs=}v fs, v # I nr(s)=}v I nr, v(s),
one has Un, rj (s)( fs)=}v U
n, r
j, v (s)( fs, v) for j=1, 2. We shall study here the
analytic properties of the local intertwining operators Un, rj, v (s) for j=1, 2.
From the definition of the intertwining operator Un, r1, v(s), one notice that
it is an ‘‘extension’’ of an integral over the Levi subgroup M nn $GL(n).
Following the argument in Chapter III of [Jn] and Rallis’ Lemma in
[PSR1], we have
Proposition 2.2. The local normalizing factor of the local intertwining
operator Un, r1, v(s) is equal to the local zeta factor ‘v(s+\
n
r &r).
We shall first decompose the intertwining operator Un, r2, v(s) as follows,
the proof of which is straightforward.
Lemma 2.2. The local intertwining operator Un, r2, v(s) can be decomposed
as
Un, r2, v(s)=Mxr&1(s) b MHn&r+1(s),
where the local intertwining operator MHn&r+1(s) is defined by
MHn&r+1(s)( fs, v)(g) :=|
Hn&r+1
fs, v(wn, r2 hg) dh,
which maps I nr, v(s) into
indGnP n1, r&1
( |t1 |&s+\r
n&r+1 |det a( p)| s+\r
n
),
where
1
0
0
Ir&1
xn&r
0
z
0
0
0
yn&r
Hn&r+1=\0 0 In&r tyn&r1 0 0 +0 0
& txn&r
Ir&1
0
0
In&r
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is a unipotent subgroup of Heisenberg type, and the local intertwining
operator Mxr&1(s) is defined by the following integral
1 xr&1 0
Mxr&1(s)(.s, v)(g) :=|
F r&1
.s, v \m \\ Ir&1 0 ++ g+ dxr&1In&r
for any .s, v # ind
Gn
P n1, r&1
( |t1 | &s+\r
n&r+1 |det a( p)|ss+\r
n
).
Lemma 2.3. The poles of the local intertwining operator MHn&r+1(s) are
at most these of
‘v \s+r&12 + ‘v(s+r&\nr ),
and the poles of the intertwining operator Mxr&1(s) are at most these of
‘v(2s).
Proof. The determination of the local normalizing factor of Mxr&1(s)
can be reduced to the case of GL(r) and follows from the argument in
Chapter III of [Jn]. For the case of MHn&r+1(s), we have to decompose it
as follows since the integration is over a Heisenberg group. It is clear that
we can restrict ourselves to the subgroup Gn&r+1 of Gn , which contains
Hn&r+1 .
MHn&r+1(s)( fs, v)(g)=[MXn&r(s) b Mz, Yn&r(s)]( fs, v)(g), (2.7)
where Mz, Yn&r(s) is an intertwining operator from the (nonnormalized)
induced representation indGn&r+1
P
1
n&r+1( |t1 | s+\r
n
) to indGn&r+1Q1, n&r ( |t1 |
&s&(r&32) |a(q)| )
defined by
Mz, Yn&r(s)( fs, v)(g) :=|
F v
n&r
fs, v(w2 n(z, yn&r) g) dz dyn&r
where w2=wn&r+12 and
n(z, yn&r)=\
1 0
In&r
z
y
1
tyn&r
0
0
In&r + ;
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and Q1, n&r is a parabolic subgroup of following type
Q1, n&r=\
t1
V
0
A(q)
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V + ,
and a(q)=det(A(q)) for q # Q1, n&r . Further MXn&r(s) is defined by
MXn&r(s)(hs, v)(g)=|
F v
n&r
hs, v \\
1 xn&r
In&r
1
txn&r In&r+ g+ dxn&r ,
which turn out to be an intertwining operator from indGn&r+1Q1, n&r ( |t1 |
&s&(r&32)
|a(q)| ) to indGn&r+1P1, n&r ( |t1 |
&s+\r
n&r+1), where P1, n&r is a standard parabolic
subgroup of Gn&r+1 with Levi part isomorphic to GL(1)_Gn&r .
Then, following the methods provided in the Chapter III of [Jn], espe-
cially by Rallis’ Lemma, we obtain the poles of Mz, Yn&r(s) are at most these
of ‘v(s+(r&12)) and the poles of MXn&r(s) are at most these of
‘v(s&\nr +r). K
Proposition 2.3. The possible poles of the local intertwining operator
Un, r2, v(s) are these of the product of local zeta factors:
‘v \s+r&12 + ‘v(s+r&\nr ) ‘v(2s).
2.5. Normalizing factors of intertwining operators. In order to normalize
these intertwining operators both locally and globally, we have to
write down the corresponding c-functions by the formula of Gindikin
Karpelevich. Similar to section 2.4 of Chapter III of [Jn], it is easy to
obtain
Lemma 2.4. The c-functions of the local intertwining operators Un, r1, v(s)
and Un, r2, v(s) are
cn, r1, v(s)=
‘v(s+\nr &r)
‘v(s+\nr )
cn, r2, v(s)=
‘v(2s) ‘v(s&\nr +r)
‘v(2s+r&1) ‘v(s+\nr )
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if 2rn&1, and
cn, 11, v(s)=
‘v(s+n&1)
‘v(s+n)
cn, 12, v(s)=
‘v(s&n+1)
‘v(s+n)
if r=1.
Proposition 2.4 (Local). The normalized local intertwining operators
Un, r,1, & *(s) :=[c
n, r
1, v(s)]
&1 Un, r1, v(s)
Un, r,2, & *(s) :=[c
n, r
2, v(s)]
&1 Un, r2, v(s)
are entire for Re(s)>0.
Proof. The statement for the normalizing intertwining operators
Un, r,1, & *(s) and U
n, r,
2, & *(s) follows directly from the corresponding Proposi-
tions in the previous subsection. K
Proposition 2.5 (Global). The normalized global intertwining operators
Un, r,1 *(s) :=[c
n, r
1 (s)]
&1 Un, r1 (s)
Un, r,2 *(s) :=[c
n, r
2 (s)]
&1 Un, r2 (s)
are entire for Re(s)>0.
Proof. The statement for the normalizing intertwining operators
Un, r,1 *(s) and U
n, r,
2 *(s) follows directly from the corresponding Proposi-
tions in the previous subsection. K
2.6. Poles of Eisenstein series. Let fs=[}v # S fs, v] [}v  S f %s, v, 1]
where S is a finite subset of the prime such that any prime v of the field
F not in S must be finite and fs, v is unramified.
fs, 1 :=
1
cn, r1 (s)
} i*n&1 b Un, r1 (s)( fs)
=_}v # S
1
cn, r1, v(s)
} Un, r1, v(s)( fs, v)&_}v  S f %s, v, 1 &;
(2.8)
fs, 2 :=
1
cn, r2 (s)
} i*n&1 b Un, r2 (s)( fs)
=_}v # S
1
cn, r2, v(s)
} Un, r2, v(s)( fs, v)&_}v  S f %s, v, 2 &
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where i*n&1 is the restriction map from Gn to Gn&1. Then we have
Proposition 2.6. The constant term of Eisenstein series E nr (g, s; fs) may
be expressed as
(1) If 1<r<n,
E nr, P n1(m1(t1 , g), s; fs)=|t1 |
s+\r
n
E n&1r&1(g, s+
1
2; fs, r)
+|t1 | r E n&1r (g, s; fs, 1) } !
n
r, 1(s)
+|t1 |&s+\r
n
E n&1r&1(g, s&
1
2; fs, 2) } !
n
r, 2(s).
(2) If r=1,
E n1, P n1(m1(t1 , g), s; fs)=|t1 |
s+n fs( g)+|t1 | E n&11 ( g, s; fs, 1) } !
n
1, 1(s)
+|t1 |&s+n fs, 2(g) } !n1, 2(s),
(3) If r=n,
E nn, P n1(m1(t1 , g), s; fs)=|t1 |
s+\nn E n&1n&1(g, s+
1
2 ; i*n&1( fs))
+|t1 |&s+\
n
n E n&1n&1(g, s&
1
2 ; fs, 2) } !
n
n, 2(s).
Here we set !nr, 1(s) :=‘(s+\
n
r &r)‘(s+\
n
r ) and !
n
r, 2(s) :=(‘(2s)
‘(s&\nr +r))(‘(2s+r&1) ‘(s+\
n
r )) for r=1, 2, ..., n.
Corollary 2.1. Let fs be any holomorphic section in I nr(s). Then the
Eisenstein series E nr (g, s; fs) is holomorphic for Re(s)0 except for s # X
n
r
where E nr (g, s; fs) may have a pole of finite order.
3. FIRST TERM IDENTITIES
We begin in this section with a uniqueness theorem of certain intertwin-
ing distributions, based on which we state a conjecture on general first term
identities for degenerate Eisenstein series attached to maximal parabolic
subgroups of Sp(2n). Then we show that the conjecture holds for spherical
Eisenstein series of Sp(2n).
3.1. Uniqueness theorem. Let I nr (s) be a generate principal series
representation of Gn(A) as defined in Section 2.1. In view of the Problem
stated in the Introduction, the first terms [4n, r&r0(g, s0 ; fs0)] of Eisenstein
series E nr (g, s; fs) are quotient representations of I
n
r(s) at the points of
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reducibility. The first term identities are, from representation-theoretic
point of view, relations among the quotients of I nr (s) when r=1, 2, ..., n and
s # X nr . The following uniqueness theorem provides strong evidence for our
general first term identities for Eisenstein series of Gn(A).
Theorem 3.1. For a given pair of integers (r, l ) with 1r, ln and a
given nonnegative real number s0 , we have the following three statements.
(1) The dimension of the space
HomGn(A)(I
n
r (\
n
r &l ), I
n
k(s0))
is at most one. The dimension is also called the intertwining number from
I nr(\
n
r &l ) to I
n
k(s0).
(2) The intertwining number is equal to one if and only if
(a) \nr &l>r&12 and k=l and s0=\
n
l &r or
(b) |r&\nr |<\
n
r &lr&12 and k=l and s0=\
n
l &r or
(c) |r&\nr |<\
n
r &lr&12 and k=2\
n
r &l and s0=\
n
2\r
n&l&r.
(3) When the intertwining number is one, the non-trivial Gn(A)-
intertwining operator, denoted by Mr>l (if r>l ) and Mr<l (if r<l ) can be
explicitly constructed so that
Mr>l : I nr(\
n
r &l )  I
n
l (\
n
l &r)
Mr<l : I nr(l&\
n
r )  I
n
l (r&\
n
l ).
Proof. The proof of part (1) and part (2) will follow from part (3) and
the local uniqueness theorem of the relevant intertwining distributions,
which will be proved in the last section of this paper, by means of the
Bruhat’s method. Part (3) can be proved as follows.
If r>l, we have the following embedding
I nr(\
n
r &l ) [ ind
Gn
P nl, r&l
( |det al ( p)| 2\r
n&l |det ar&l ( p)| 2\r
n&l)
=IndGnPln
( |det al ( p)| \l
n&r I n&lr&l(\
n&l
r&l ))
:=I nl (\
n
l &r; I
n&l
r&l(\
n&l
r&l )).
It is well known that there exists a unique intertwining operator Mr>l
which maps from I n&lr&l(\
n&l
r&l ) to the one dimensional trivial subrepresen-
tation in I n&lr&l(&\
n&l
r&l ). By induction, we obtain an intertwining operator
Mr>l , which maps from I nr (\
n
r &l ) to I
n
l (\
n
l &r).
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If r<l, we have another embedding, which is
I nr (l&\
n
r ) [ ind
Gn
P nr, l&r
( |det ar( p)| l |det al&r( p)| 0)
=indGnP ln
(indGL(l, A)Pr, l&r (A)( |det ar( p)|
l |det al&r( p)| 0))
=IndGnP ln
( |det al ( p)| r&\l
n
IndGL(l, A)Pr, l&r (A)( |det ar( p)|
l&r |det al&r( p)|&r))
:=I nl (\
n
l &r; Ind
GL(l, A)
Pr, l&r (A)
( |det ar( p)| l&r |det al&r( p)|&r)).
Similarly, one has the standard intertwining operator Mr<l which maps
from the induced representation IndGL(l, A)Pr, l&r (A)( |det ar( p)|
r&l |det al&r( p)| r) to
the one-dimensional trivial subrepresentation in IndGL(l, A)Pr, l&r (A)( |det ar( p)|
r&l
|det al&r( p)| r). Hence we obtain an intertwining operator Mr<l mapping
from I nr (l&\
n
r ) to I
n
l (r&\
n
l ). K
Remark 3.1. Both intertwining operators Mr<l and Mr>l can be given
by the corresponding singular integral operators. This was observed in
[KRS] for the case n=2=l; and in [Jn] for the case n=4, r=3 and l=1.
3.2. Conjecture on first term identities. Based on the uniqueness
Theorem and the explicitly constructed intertwining operators Mr<l and
Mr>l , we are able to state a conjecture on first term identities for
Eisenstein series of Gn(A), which is a natural extension of KudlaRallis’
regularized SiegelWeil formula [KR].
For an entire section fs # I nr(s) and Re(s)0, Eisenstein series
Enr (g, s; fs) is, from Corollary 2.1, holomorphic as a function in s except for
s # X nr , where the Eisenstein series may have possible poles of finite order.
For s0 # X nr , we consider the Laurant expansion at s=s0 of the Eisenstein
series E nr (g, s; fs). Namely, there is an integer d=dr(s0) which is the largest
integer, depending on r and s0 , such that
Enr (g, s; fs)=
4n, r&d (g, s0 ; fs)
(s&s0)d
+
4n, r&d+1(g, s0 ; fs)
(s&s0)d&1
+ } } } , (3.1)
and 4n, r&d (g, s0 ; fs){0 for at least one holomorphic section fs # I
n
r(s). The
conjecture on the first term identities for Eisenstein series of Gn(A) can be
stated below.
Conjecture 3.1 (First Term Identity). Let fs be a holomorphic section
in I nr (s). Then the following types of identities hold.
(1) If nlr1 and |r&\nr |l&\
n
r r&12, then
4n, r&dr(g, l&\
n
r ; fs)=c
n
rl (l&\
n
r ) } 4
n, l
&dl
(g, r&\nl ; M
n
rl ( fs))
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where the function cnrl (s) is given by
cnrl (s)= ‘
l
i=r+1
‘(s+\nr &i+1)
‘(s+\nr &i+r+1)
.
(2) If nrl1 and \nr &l|\
n
r &r|, then
4n, r&dr(g, \
n
r &l; fs)=}(r, l ) c
n
rl (\
n
r &l ) } 4
n, l
&dl
(g, \nl &r; M
n
rl ( fs))
where the function cnrl (s) is given by
cnrl (s)=_ ‘
n
i=r+1
‘(s+\nr &i+l+1) ‘(s&\
n
r +i+l&r)
‘(s+\nr &i+r+1) ‘(s&\
n
r +i) &
_
‘ \s+2l&r+12 +
‘ \s+r+12 +
} _ ‘
r&1
j=l+1
‘(2s&r+2 j)
‘(2s+ j) & .
and
}(r, l )={
1
2 ,
1,
if n=r, l=1.
otherwise.
Here ‘(s) is the complete zeta function and when ‘(s) has a pole at s=s0 ,
‘(s0) means the residue of ‘(s) at s=s0 .
Remark 3.2. When l=n, the conjectured first term identity become the
general version of KudlaRallis’ regularized SiegelWeil formula, which
describes the residue representations of Eisenstein series of Siegel type in
terms that of non Siegel type. When n=r and l=1, the identity was proved
in [I]. When n=4, we proved in [Jn] the identities for l=4, r=3, and
r=3, l=1.
3.3. The proof of the conjecture: Spherical sections. We shall verify the
conjecture for spherical sections. The idea here is to consider the constant
term of both sides of these identities along the standard maximal parabolic
subgroup Pn1 . Since the Eisenstein series are concentrated on the Borel sub-
group, we are able to take the constant term of the Eisenstein series along
any parabolic subgroup.
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It is well known that space I nr (s) of the degenerate principal series is
generated by the subset of all factorizable sections, i.e. sections fs can be
written as
fs=_}v # S fs, v&_}v  S f %s, v, 1& (3.2)
where S is a finite subset of the primes such that any prime v of the field
F not in S must be finite and fs, v is unramified. For a factorizable section
fs # I nr(s), we define
fs, 1 :=
1
cn, r1 (s)
} i*n&1 b Un, r1 (s)( fs)
=_}v # S
1
cn, r1, v(s)
} Un, r1, v(s)( fs, v)&_}v  S f %s, v, 1& ,
(3.3)
fs, 2 :=
1
cn, r2 (s)
} i*n&1 b Un, r2 (s)( fs)
=_}v # S
1
cn, r2, v(s)
} Un, r2, v(s)( fs, v)&_}v  S f %s, v, 2& ,
where Un, r1 (s) and U
n, r
2 (s) are intertwining operators defined in (2.4). By
Proposition 2.5, we know that for Re(s)>0, fs, 1 is an entire section in
I n1(r, I
n&1
r (s)) and fs, 2 is an entire section in I
n
1(&s+\
n
r , I
n&1
r&1(s&
1
2)), where
I n1( V , I*
n&1( V )) is defined to be IndGnP n1( |t1 |*I*
n&1( V )), the (normalized)
induced representations of Gn from the maximal parabolic subgroup Pn1 .
In order to prove the conjecture for spherical sections, we need the
following Langlands Lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Langlangs, Prop. I.3.4 in [MW]). Let ,: Gn(F )"Gn(A) [
C be a function which is measurable and moderately increasing. Suppose that
for any standard parabolic subgroup P of Gn , the cuspidal component of ,
along P is zero. Then , is equal to zero almost everywhere.
Corollary 3.1. Let , be a K-invariant automorphic function on
Gn(F )"Gn(A). Assume that , is concentrated on the Borel subgroup, that is,
the cuspidal component of , along any standard parabolic subgroup P{B is
zero. Then, if the constant term ,B of , along B is also zero, then ,=0.
Proof. According to the proof of Langlands Lemma in p. 45 of [MW],
it is enough to prove that the constant term ,P of , along any standard
parabolic subgroup P (P{Gn) is zero.
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For any simple root :, we denote P: the standard parabolic subgroup
generated by the Borel and the Weyl group element w: . Since the cuspidal
component of , along P: is equal to that of the constant term ,P: along
P: and both , and ,P: are K-invariant, the constant term ,P: can be viewed
as an automorphic function on M:(F )"M:(A) with the following two
properties:
(1) (,P:)B=0,
(2) ,P: has no nonzero cuspidal component along M: .
By Langlands lemma again, we know that ,P:=0 on M:(A). By
K-invariance, we have ,P:=0 on Gn(A) for any simple root :.
By the same argument, it follows that ,P=0 on Gn(A) for any standard
parabolic subgroup P. Therefore ,=0. K
Theorem 3.2 (Spherical First Term Identity). The conjecture holds for
a spherical section in the degenerate principal series representation I nr (s).
Proof. Since when r=l the identity is trivial, we may assume that r>l.
The case of l>r can be verified similarly. By the Corollary above, it is
sufficient to verify the identity for both constant terms of the Eisenstein
series along one maximal parabolic subgroup. Here we will use the
standard maximal parabolic subgroup Pn1 . In the case of r>l, we have, for
the normalized spherical section f 0s # I
n
r (s) (or I
n
l (s)),
E nr, P n1(m1(t1 , g), s; f
0
s )|\r
n&1=|t1 | 2\r
n&l E n&1r&1(g, s+
1
2; f
0
s, r)|\r
n&l
+|t1 | r E n&1r (g, s; fs, 1)|\rn&1 } !
n
r, 1(s)|\rn&l
+|t1 | l E n&1r&1(g, s&
1
2; fs, 2)| \rn&l } !
n
r, 2(s)|\rn&l ,
and
E nl, P n1(m1(t1 , g), s; f
0
s )|\l
n&r=|t1 | 2\l
n&r E n&1l&1 (g, s+
1
2; f
0
s, r)|\l
n&r
+|t1 | l E n&1l (g, s; fs, 1)|\ln&r } !
n
l, 1(s)|\ln&r
+|t1 | r E n&1l&1 (g, s&
1
2 ; fs, 2)|\ln&r } !
n
l, 2(s)|\ln&r .
Without loss of generality, we may formally reduce the proof to the
verification of the following three identities.
E n&1r&1(g, s+
1
2; f
0
s, r)|\r
n&l
=cnr>l (s)|\rn&l } E
n&1
l&1 (g, s+
1
2 ; f
0
s, r)| \l
n&r . (3.4)
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E n&1r (g, s; fs, 1)|\rn&l } !
n
r, 1(s)|\rn&l
=cnr>l (s)|\rn&l } E
n&1
l&1 (g, s&
1
2; fs, 2)|\ln&r } !
n
l, 2(s)| \ln&r . (3.5)
E n&1r&1(g, s&
1
2 ; fs, 2)\rn&l } !
n
r, 2(s)|\rn&l
=cnr>l (s)|\rn&l } E
n&1
l (g, s; fs, 1)|\ln&r } !
n
l, 1(s)|\ln&r . (3.6)
In the case that the order of the pole of one of the terms is less than that
of the corresponding constant term, both sides of the identity are zero.
Note that
E n&1r&1(g, s+
1
2; f
0
s, r)|\r
n&l=E n&1r&1(g, s; f
0
s )|\r&1
n&1&(l&1)
E n&1l&1 (g, s+
1
2; f
0
s, r)|\l
n&r=E n&1l&1 (g, s; f
0
s )|\l&1
n&1&(r&1) ,
E n&1r (g, s; f
0
s, 1)|\r
n&l=E n&1r (g, s; f
0
s )|\r
n&1&(l&1)
En&1l&1 (g, s&
1
2 ; f
0
s, 2)| \l
n&r=E n&1l&1 (g, s; f
0
s )|\l&1
n&1&r ,
and
En&1r&1(g, s&
1
2 ; f
0
s, 2)| \r
n&l=E n&1r&1(g, s; f
0
s )| \r&1
n&1&l
E n&1l (g, s; f
0
s, 1)|\l
n&r=E n&1l&1 (g, s; f
0
s )|\l
n&1&(r&1) .
By the assumption of induction, identities (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) are reduced
to the following three identities, respectively.
cnr>l (s)| \rn&l =c
n&1
(r&1)>(l&1)(s)|\r&1n&1&(l&1) , (3.7)
cnr>l (s)| \rn&l }
‘(2s)|\ln&r ‘(s)| l&r
‘(2s)|n&r ‘(s)| 2\ln&r
=cn&1r>(l&1)(s)|\rn&1&(l&1) }
‘(s)| 2\rn&l&r
‘(s)| 2\rn&l
,
(3.8)
and
cnr>l (s)| \rn&l }
‘(s)|2\ln&l&r
‘(s)| 2\ln&r
=cn&1(r&1)l (s)| \r&1n&1&l }
‘(2s)| \rn&l ‘(s)| r&l
‘(2s)|n&l ‘(s)| 2\rn&l
. (3.9)
These three identities can be proved by the definition of the function
cnr>l (s) as defined in the conjecture and straightforward computations.
The above argument reduces the proof for the case of n>r>l1 to the
case of n>r>l=1. In this case, following the same argument about the
constant term along the maximal parabolic subgroup Pn1 , it is enough to
verify the following three identities:
E n&1r&1(g, s+
1
2 ; f
0
s, r)| \r
n&1 =cnr>1(s)| \rn&1 , (3.10)
En&1r (g, s; f
0
s, 1)|\r
n&1=cnr>1(s)|\rn&1
‘(s)| 1&r
‘(s)| 2n&2r
, (3.11)
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and
E n&1r&1(g, s&
1
2 ; f
0
s, 2)|\r
n&1 !nr, 2(s)| \rn&1
=cnr>1(s)|\rn&1 } !
n
1, 1(s)| s=n&r } E
n&1
1 (g, s; f
0
s, 1)| n&r . (3.12)
The first two identities can be verified by direct computation since the
residue of the Eisenstein series at the end of critical strip is the trivial
representation modified by the normalizing factor of the intertwining
operator associated to the long Weyl group element. The last identity
follows from the assumption of induction.
The only one case that remains to be verified is the one of n=r and l=1.
But this is proved in [I] and in [KR]. Therefore we have finished the
verification of the conjecture for the spherical Eisenstein series when
n>r>l>1. K
3.4. Part (2) of the conjecture. To illustrate the relation between the
first term identities and the constituents of degenerate principal series
representations, we shall verify the conjecture for r>l, based on the follow-
ing AssumptionProposition.
AssumptionProposition. Let F be a local completion of a totally real
number field and I nr (s) the degenerate principal series representation of Gn(F )
induced from the maximal parabolic subgroup Pnr } . Then, for s # X
n
r ,
(1) when s>max[(r&1)2, \nr &r], I
n
r (s) has a unique irreducible
quotient representation; and
(2) when (r&1)2<s<\nr &r, I
n
r(s) is irreducible.
Remark 3.3. When F is a p-adic field, (1) and (2) were proved in [Jz].
However, when F=R, (1) and (2) are known to be true for some special
cases, see [Jn] and [Co], etc. It is believed both should be true.
Based on this AssumptionProposition, we shall show that the second
part of the conjecture holds for \nr &l>(r&1)2.
Proposition 3.1. The second part of the conjecture holds for (r&1)2<
\nr &l (r>l ).
Proof. Set 4\rn&l ( fs) :=4
n, r
&dr
(g, \nr &l; fs) and 4\ln&r(.s) :=4
n, l
&dl
(g,
\nl &r; .s). By Theorem 3.2, we know that 4\rn&l ( fs) and 4\ln&r(.s) are
nonzero and proportional to each other when both fs and .s are spherical.
Hence we have that
4\rn&1( fs) & 4\ln&r(.s)
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is not empty as a subspace of A(Gn(A)), the space of all automorphic func-
tions over Gn(A). When (r&1)2<\nr , one can check that (r&1)2<s<
\nr &r. By the AssumptionProposition above, we deduce that 4\rn&l (I
n
r (s))
must contain 4\ln&r(I
n
l (s)) as a subspace since the representation
4\ln&r(I
n
l (s)) is irreducible. Further, we claim that
4\rn&l (I
n
r (s))=4\ln&r(I
n
l (s)).
In fact, we notice first that the unique irreducible quotient representation
of I nr (\
n
r &l) is generated by the normalized spherical section f
0
s (both
locally and globally). Then any section fs in I nr(s) which is holomorphic at
s=\nr &l can be expressed as a finite sum:
fs=:
i
ai (gi , f\rn&l) \s(gi) f
0
s +(s&(\
n
r &l )) f $s
where ai (gi , f\rn&l) are constants and f $s is a section in I
n
r (s) which is
holomorphic at s=\nr &l and \s denote the right regular representation on
I nr(s). Therefore we obtain that
4\rn&l ( fs)=4
n, r
&dr
(g, \nr &l; fs)=:
i
ai (gi , f\rn&l) 4
n, r
&dr
(ggi , \nr &l; f
0
s ).
In other words, the first term representation 4\rn&l (I
n
r (s)) is generated by
the spherical ‘‘vector’’. This proves the claim.
Finally, it is easy to that the following map
4\rn&l ( fs) [ 4\ln&r(M
n
r>1( fs))
is a Gn(A)-endomorphism of the irreducible representation 4\ln&r(I
n
l (s)).
Thus it is proportional to the identity map, by Schur’s Lemma. Testing by
the normalized spherical section, we know that the nonzero scalar is
}(r, l ) cnr>l (s)| \rn&l .
This proves the second part of the conjecture when (r&1)2<\nr &l. K
4. LOCAL UNIQUENESS OF CERTAIN DISTRIBUTIONS
We shall prove the uniqueness of the local version of the first two parts
of Theorem 3.1 by the Bruhat’s method. We shall deal with both real and
p-adic cases together. In the real case, the representation I nr, v(s) is under-
stood to be the canonical smooth module in the sense of Casselman and
Wallach [Ca] of the Harish-Chandra module considered in previous
sections. First we need the following explicit double coset decomposition.
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Proposition 4.1. Let Pnr and P
n
l (r>l ) be two standard maximal para-
bolic subgroups of Gn . Then we have
Gn= .
[i, j: 0i+ jl, 0 jn&r]
Pnr w
n, r, l
(i, j) P
n
l ,
where each representative wn, r, l(i, j) belongs to the Weyl group of Gn and can be
chosen to be
Ii
0
0
Il&i& j\ 0 Jr, l, j Ii 0 +&Il&i& j
0
0
Jr, l, j
where
Jr, l, j=\
0
Ij
Ir&l
Ij
0
In&r& j+ .
Proof. It is known for l=1 and the general case follows from the
special case. K
We shall recall the theory on estimate of the dimension of the space of
intertwining operators [Wa] and [RS]. According to this theory, the
dimension of the space HomGn, v(I
n
r, v(s), I
n
k, v(s$)) is equal to the dimension
of the space Ts, s$ of certain quasi-invariant distributions T satisfying
( p1 , p2) b T=|ar( p1)| s&\r
n
} |ak( p2)| s$&\
n
k T
for ( p1 , p2) # Pnr _P
n
k . To estimate the dimension of this space, we need the
similar space of distributions on each generalized Bruhat cell Pnr w
n, r, k
(i, j) P
n
k .
Let O(i, j)=Pnr w
n, r, k
(i, j) P
n
k and 0(i, j)= [Oi $, j $) : O(i, j) /O (i, j)]. Then 0 (i, j)
are open Pnr _P
n
k-stables subsets in Gn(Fv) and O(i, j) is the only closed
Pnr _P
n
k -orbit in 0(i, j) .
Associated to each 0(i, j) , we have the space of quasi-invariant distribu-
tions T with support supt(T ) included in O(i, j) and satisfying
( p1 , p2) b T=|ar( p1)| s&\r
n
} |ak( p2)| s$&\
n
k T
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for ( p1 , p2) # Pnr _P
n
k . Then we have the following general estimate:
dim Ts, s$ :
(i, j)
dim Ts, s$(O(i, j)). (4.1)
In order to estimate the dimension dim Ts, s$(O(i, j)), we have to study,
following the Bruhat’s method, the structure of the subgroup
Pn, r, k(i, j) :=P
n
r & [w
n, r, k
(i, j) P
n
k(w
n, r, k
(i, j) )
&1],
and the representation 41 of the group Pn, r, k(i, j) on the complex vector space
Vn, r, k(i, j) =
sp(2n, C)
pnr (C)+ad(w
n, r, k
(i, j) )[p
n
k(C)]
,
which is induced from the adjoint representation, where h denotes the Lie
algebra of the group H.
Let i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; m) be the dimension of the space of all Pn, r, k(i, j) -intertwin-
ing operators from the representation 8(i, j)( p) to the representation
Am(i, j)( p), where
8(i, j)( p)=|det ar( p)| s } |det ak[(wn, r, k(i, j) )
&1 pwn, r, k(i, j) ]|
&s$
Am(i, j)( p)=[$P rn( p) } $((w
n, r, k
(i, j) )
&1 pwn, r, k(i, j) )]
&12 } $(i, j)( p) } 4m( p),
where 4m( p) is the m th symmetric power of the representation 41( p). The
fundamental estimate in Bruhat’s theory (Theorem 5.3.2.3 in [Wa]) says
dim Ts, s$(O(i, j)) :

m=0
i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; m). (4.2)
Theorem 4.1 (Local Uniqueness). Let F be a local completion of a
totally real number field. The following uniqueness statements hold.
(1) When F is a p-adic local field,
(1a) if nr>k1 and l<r, and when \nr &l>r&\
n
r , we assume
that s$>0, then the dimension of the space
HomGn(I
n
r(\
n
r &l ), I
n
k(s$))
is zero if k{l or s${\nl &r; and is less than or equal to one if k=l and
s$=\nl &r; and
(1b) if nk>r1 and l>r, and when
\nr &rl&\
n
r 
r&1
2
,
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we assume that s$>, then the dimension of the space
HomGn(I
n
r(l&\
n
r ), I
n
k(s$))
is zero if k{l or s${r&\nl ; and is less than or equal to one if k=l and
s$=r&\nl .
(2) When F is the field of all real numbers,
(2a) if nr>k1, the dimension of the space
HomGn(I
n
r(\
n
r &k), I
n
k(\
n
k&r))
is less than or equal to one; and
(2b) if nk>r1, the dimension of the space
HomGn(I
n
r(k&\
n
r ), I
n
k(r&\
n
k))
is less than or equal to one.
Proof. Note that part (1b) and part (2b) follow from part (1a) and part
(2a) by duality or can be proved in the same way. In the following, we only
give the proof for part (1a) and part (2a).
From the general estimate of Bruhat recalled above, we shall compute
the number i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; m) explicitly for the cases under consideration.
Set Pn, r, k(i, j) =M
n, r, k
(i, j) N
n, r, k
(i, j) , a decomposition of the semi-simple part and
the unipotent part. It is easy to check that
M n, r, k(i, j) =GL(i)_GL(k&i& j)_GL(r&k+ j)
_GL( j)_Sp(n&r& j)
and as complex vector spaces,
Vn, r, k(i, j) $Sym
2(Ci)Ci_(r&k+ j) Ci_j[Ci_(n&r& j)]2C(r&k+ j)_j.
Moreover, the representation 41 can described explicitly as follows. Let
(A, B, C, D, g) be an element in M n, r, k(i, j) and (W, Y1 , Y2 , YX, Z) an ele-
ment in Vn, r, k(i, j) . Then the adjoint action of M
n, r, k
(i, j) on V
n, r, k
(i, j) is
( tA&1WA&1, tA&1Y1 C&1, tA&1Y2D&1, tA&1(YX) g, tC&1ZD&1). (4.3)
In this case i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; m) is the dimension of the space of all Pn, r, k(i, j) -
intertwining operators from the representation 8(i, j)( p) to the representa-
tion Am(i, j)( p), where
8(i, j)( p)=|A( p)| s&s$ |B( p)| s+s$ |C( p)| s |D( p)|&s$
Am(i, j)( p)=|a( p)|
(r+k2)&i |B( p)| (k&r)2 |C( p)|\r
n&i& j
_|D( p)|\
n
k&r+k&i& j 4m( p),
where 4m( p) is the m th symmetric power of the representation 41( p).
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Next we will separate the case where the local field Fv is p-adic and the
case where the local field Fv is real. First we consider the p-adic field case.
It is well known in this case that
i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; m)=0
for all m1. Thus we have, over the p-adic field,
dim Ts, s$(O(i, j))i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; 0). (4.4)
Here the number i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; 0) is the dimension of the space of all
Pn, r, k(i, j) -intertwining operators from the representation 8 (i, j)( p) to the
representation A0(i, j)( p), where
8(i, j)( p)=|A( p)| s&s$ |B( p)| s+s$ |C( p)| s |D( p)| &s$
Am(i, j)( p)=|A( p)|
(r+k2)&i |B( p)| (k&r)2 |C( p)|\r
n&i& j |D( p)|\
n
k&r+k&i& j.
It is clear that if i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; 0){0, then we must have
s&s$=
r+k
2
&i,
s+s$=
k&r
2
,
s=\nr &i& j,
&s$=\nk&r+k&i& j.
Plugging the last two equations to the second one, we have
r&k
2
=
k&r
2
.
Since we assume that r>k, this implies that if i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; 0){0, we must
have k=i+ j, i.e. the B-part GL(k&i& j) does not occur in the Levi part
Mn, r, k(i, j) . Moreover, if s=\
n
r &l, then we must have k=l. Then the system
of equations reduces to
\nr &k&s$=
r+k
2
&i,
&s$=\nk&r.
When \nr &kr&\
n
r , the first equation is equivalent to the one
0\nr &k+\
n
r &r=k&i0.
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This implies that i=k. When |r&\nr |\
n
r &k and s$>0, the second equa-
tion implies the D-part does not occur in the Levi part M n, r, k(i, j) , i.e., k=i.
Thus we obtain that the number i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; 0) is zero unless k=l=i. This
is the case where the orbit O(i, j) is the only closed one. In this case, the
number i(\nr &k, s$; O(k, 0) ; 0) is the dimension of the space of all
Pn, r, k(k, 0) -intertwining operators from the representation 8(k, 0)( p) to the
representation A0(k, 0)( p), where
8(k, 0)( p)=|A( p)| \r
n&k&s$
Am(k, 0)( p)=|A( p)|
(r&k)2.
It is clear that
i(\nr &k, s$; O(k, 0) ; 0)={1, if s$=\
n
k&r;
0, if s${\nk&r.
Therefore, we have proved the theorem for the p-adic field and case (1a).
When the ground field is the field of real numbers, we have s=\nr &k
and s$=\nk&r by the assumption. The number i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; m) is the
dimension of the space of all Pn, r, k(i, j) -intertwining operators from the
representation 8(i, j)( p) to the representation Am(i, j)( p), where
8(i, j)( p)=|A( p)| s&s$ |B( p)| s+s$ |C( p)| s |D( p)|&s$
Am(i, j)( p)=|A( p)|
(r+k2)&i |B( p)| (k&r)2 |C( p)|\r
n&i& j
_|D( p)|\
n
k&r+k&i& j 4m( p).
Let N n, r, k(i, j) be the unipotent radical of P
n, r, k
(i, j) . Then it is easy to check that
under the adjoint action, or equivalently by the representation 41 , the
Nn, r, k(i, j) -invariant subspace
[Vn, r, k(i, j) ]
N(i, j)
n, r, k
$C (r&k+ j)_jCi_2(n&r& j), (4.5)
the elements of which is denoted, using the above notations, by
(Y2 , YX). Then any nonzero intertwining operator from 8(i, j)( p) to
Am(i, j)( p) must have image in
Symm[C(r&k+ j)_j Ci_2(n&r& j)]. (4.6)
By Hodge decomposition, the space in (4.6) can be written as
mt=0 Sym
t[C(r&k+ j)_j]Symm&t[[C i_(n&r&k+i)]2]. (4.7)
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Since r&k+ j{ j, according to the GL(r&k+ j)_GL( j)-duality
decomposition (Theorem 2.1.2 in [Hw], the space Symt[C(r&k+ j)_j] has
no one-dimensional representation of GL(r&k+ j)_GL( j) unless t=0.
Hence any nonzero intertwining operator from 8(i, j)( p) to Am(i, j)( p) must
have image in
Symm[Ci_2(n&r& j)], (4.8)
where the group G(r&k+ j)_GL( j) acts trivially. Hence, if the intertwin-
ing number i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; m) is nonzero, we must have
k=i+ j. (4.9)
In this case, the B-part GL(k&i& j) does not occur in the Levi part of
Pn, r, k(i, j) . Moreover, we have
wn, r, ki =w
n, r, k
(i, k&i) \
Ii
0
Jr, k, i
0
0
Ii
0
Jr, k, i+
where
Jr, k, i=\
0
Ik&i
Ir&k
Ik&i
0
In&r&k+1+
and
M n, r, ki =M
n, r, k
(i, k&i)
=GL(i)_GL(r&i)_GL(k&i)_Sp(n&r&k+i)
and
Vn, r, ki =V
n, r, k
(i, k&i) $Sym
2(Ci)Ci_(r&i) Ci_(k&i)
C(r&i)_(k&i)[C i_(n&r&k+i)]2.
If we set (A, B, C, g) to be an element in M n, r, ki and (W, Z, Y1 , Y2 , YX)
an element in Vn, r, ki , then the adjoint action of M
n, r, k
i on V
n, r, k
i is
( tA&1WA&1, tA&1ZB&1, tA&1Y1C &1, tB&1Y2 C&1, tA&1(YX) g).
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In this case, the number i(s, s$; O(i, k&i) ; m) will be dimension of the space
of all Pn, r, ki -intertwining operators from the representation 8i ( p) to the
representation Ami ( p), where
8i ( p)=|A( p)| s&s$ |B( p)| s |C( p)| &s$
Ami ( p)=|A( p)|
(r+k2)&i |B( p)|\r
n&1 |C( p)|\
n
k&1 4m( p),
and any nonzero intertwining operator from 8i ( p) to Ami ( p) must have
image in Symm(Ci_2(n&r&k+i)).
Since GL(r&i)_GL(k&i) acts on Symm(C i_2(n&r&k+i)) trivially, it
follows that if the number i(s, s$; O(i, k&i) ; m) is not zero, we must have
&s$=&(\nk&r)=\
n
k&r or k=i. (4.10)
Note that the first condition means that s$=\nk&r=0 and the second con-
dition implies the C-part GL(k&i) does not occur.
When k=i and s$=\nk&r{0, this is the case where the orbit associated
to this data is the only closed orbit O(k, 0) and the number i(\nr &l, s$;
O(k, 0) ; m) is the dimension of the space of all Pn, r, k(k, 0) -intertwining operators
from the representation 8(k, 0)( p) to the representation Am(k, 0)( p), where
8(k, 0)( p)=|A( p)| (r&k)2
Am(k, 0)( p)=|A( p)|
(r&k)2 4m( p).
Then the non-vanishing of the number i(\nr &l, \
n
l &r; O(l, 0) ; m) is equiv-
alent to the representation 4m of Pn, r, k(k, 0) on the space Sym
m(Ck_2(n&r))
contains the one dimensional trivial representation of Pn, r, k(k, 0) . This can only
happen when m=0. When m=0, we have i(s, s$; O(l, 0) ; 0)=1.
When s$=\nk&r=0, we have
n&r=
k&1
2
.
and the number i(\nr &k, 0; O(i, k&i) ; m) is the dimension of the space of all
Pn, r, k(i, k&i) -intertwining operators from the representation 8(i, k&i)( p) to the
representation Am(i, k&i)( p), where
8(i, k&i)( p)=|A( p)| \r
n&k
Am(i, k&i)( p)=|A( p)|
(r+k2)&i 4m( p),
and the image is in Symm(Ci_2(n&r&k+i)). Consider the GL(i)_
GL(2(n&r&k+i))-duality decomposition of Symm(Ci_2(n&r&k+i)) and
look for the one-dimensional representation of GL(i)_Sp(2(n&r&k+i))
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from the decomposition. From the invariant theory (Theorem 2.1.2 and
Corollary 3.8.2.2 (CartanHelgason Theorem) in [Hw]), if such one-
dimensional representation exists and m{0, we must have
i2(n&r&k+i).
Since 2(n&r&k+i)=k&1&2k+2i=&1&k+2i, we obtain
&1k&i0.
This implies that if i(\nr &k, 0; O(i, k&i) ; m){0, we must have m=0 and
then
\nr &k=
r+k
2
&i.
This last equation is equivalent to that
k&i=\nk&r=s$=0.
This is the closed orbit case. Therefore, we obtain
dim Ts, s$  :
(i, j)
dim Ts, s$(O(i, j))
 :
(i, j)
:
m
i(s, s$; O(i, j) ; m)i(s, s$; O(l, 0) ; 0)=1
with s=\nr &l and s$=\
n
l &r. This proves the theorem for the real number
field and (2a) case. K
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